
March 4, 2021 

 

Dear Council Members and Mayor Borrowman, 

I am writing today as a resident of Canmore to ask town council to reject the proposed Area Structure 

Plans (Bylaw 2021-05 Three Sisters Village and Blylaw 2021-06 Smith Creek) by the applicant, Three 

Sisters Mountain Village.  After carefully listening to the lengthy special council meeting held three 

weeks ago and reviewing the ASP documents, I cannot support ASP applications from a developer who 

openly acknowledges that they have made no attempt to include Indigenous consultation or 

reconciliation in their development process at any point. 

Clear in the presentation of these ASPs is an acknowledgement that Canmore residents value 

environmental protections for our wild areas as well as affordable housing for residents.  (Whether or 

not these ASPs succeed in these areas is a matter of significant debate.)  I believe that consultations with 

our indigenous residents and neighbours rank just as highly as these other priorities.  This is the last 

major development that will happen in Canmore.  We have an opportunity and an obligation to get this 

right.  We say that we love, value and appreciate these beautiful lands and yet we make no attempt to 

include the Treaty 7 peoples who preceded us?  We exclude those who know these lands best?  How 

will we respond when questioned on this in the future?  Will we just say we weren’t ready?  I’m ready 

and I think many residents of Canmore are as well.  I want to see the legacy of the Three Sisters lands to 

be one that includes genuine, meaningful inclusion of Indigenous consultation and reconciliation.     

I want us to dream bigger for what can be done with this amazing community.  These lands are a gift and 

a tremendous responsibility.  Our legacy will be judged accordingly. 

For this reason I am unequivocally opposed to both ASPs (Bylaw 2021-05 and Bylaw 2021-06). 

Thank you very sincerely for your time and service to our community. 

Respectfully, 

Pamela Hvizdos 




